
One day, Ollie the oyster got home from school, mama 
and papa oyster were sick. They told Ollie that Dr.Dolphin 
said they weren’t going to make it, they were 
contaminated by the chemicals of the river. No one 
knows where the chemicals come from, no one dares to 
go near them. Ollie was so sad, he started swimming 
away from home to his favorite spot. Then a beautiful 
goldfish appeared, “Why are you crying?” asked the 
goldfish. “Mama and papa oyster have been 
contaminated by the chemicals in the river, and they 
won’t make it.” said Ollie. “Do you want to stop the 
chemicals from the river?” asked the goldfish. “Yes, but 
how, I don’t want to become contaminated?” asked Ollie. 
“Follow me!” said the goldfish. Ollie followed the beautiful 
goldfish. “Pick one of these three Items.” said the goldfish. 
There was a golden coin for Ollie to become rich, a nice 
big pearl so that Ollie can show it off, and a plane old 
rock. Ollie looked at all three items, and he chose the 
rock. “A rock? Why would you choose that old rock 

Ollie?” asked the goldfish. “I chose this rock because mama and papa like collecting rocks.” 
answered Ollie. “You passed! This was a test Ollie, and you passed it. The rock actually 
gives you superpowers!” said the goldfish. Ollie grew a body, and felt super. “You must go 
stop the chemicals!” said they goldfish. “You still haven’t told me your name?!” said Ollie. “I 
am Goldie, the protector of the super rock, and now your Mentor.” she said. “Well, what 
superpowers do I have?” asked Ollie. “You can fly, duplicate yourself, sonic scream, shoot 
pearls from your mouth, and talk to humans. Now we must be on our way!” said Goldie.  
 

Ollie swam to the river where there are chemicals. “These little chemicals aren’t so bad, I’ll 
just sonic scream them all away.” said Ollie. The small chemicals got together and created 
bigger chemicals.”Uh-oh, spoke too soon.” said Ollie. Ollie used his pearl shooting powers 
and hit the chemicals. Ollie punched the chemicals, until One chemical said “You can’t stop 
us, the factory will keep on dumping more and more chemicals in the water, and people 
will keep throwing trash in the water.”. Ollie needs help to get the factory to stop. Ollie 
goes to the beach and sees some kids. “Hello! my name is Ollie the Oyster, and I need your 
help to stop the factory from dumping chemicals inside the water.” said Ollie. “Are 
chemicals bad?” asked one kid. “Chemicals can contaminate the water you drink everyday 
at your house and make you or someone in your family sick.” said Ollie. Ollie and the kids 
went to the factory and they asked the Owner of the factory to stop dumping chemicals in 
the water. The Owner said no! So the kids decided to try and turn off the factory 
themselves, but security caught them and locked them up. It was up to Ollie to save them. 
Ollie yelled “Duplicate!” and he duplicated other oysters. The oysters bit the security and 
factory workers, and saved the kids Ollie also saw a big red button that would shut down 
the factory. Ollie pressed it,and went back home. But there were still chemicals.  
 

“Where are you chemicals coming from, I shut down the factory?” asked Ollie. “You might 
have stopped the factory but people still throw trash in the water!” said one Chemical. Ollie 
goes back to the Beach. “Friends the chemicals are still in the water all you have to is clean 
up the beach and rivers because fish can get stuck in the trash and the chemicals can live 
there.” said Ollie. Ollie wants your help, you don’t have to shut down a factory, you can just 
clean your rivers and beaches. You can pick up trash in your area before it ends up in the 
Ocean. You can also help by recycling, reusing things that can still be used like a plastic 
bottle or a glass jar that isn’t broken. Ollie is still fighting the chemicals as a superhero, but 
you can be a superhero by helping him. 
 


